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10,000 Hours/Getty Images The APA document reference list contains a list of published sources that may be located by readers. While much of your research may come from books, professional magazines, newspapers and online databases, sometimes you may find yourself needing to cite the information you collect from other sources, including interviews. So how do writers
handle sources of personal interviews? If you use information or quotes taken from an interview with a source, you should give a source of how the information was collected and when the interview was conducted. Because these interviews are not something that can be located by the reader in any published source or search database, they should not be included in your
reference section. When you include details collected from a personal interview in an academic or professional work, you should bring the information bracket to the bulk of your text in a format similar to the others in the quote text. There are some basic rules that you should follow for the APA interview quote: Include the last name and first initial of the interviewInclude the date of
the interview occurredNote indicating the type of interview Here is the basic structure you should use: (First Initial, Family, Type of Interview, Interview Date) An example of how it will look in the body of your work: Drug use among adolescents may be associated with increased availability of the substance (R. Heathfield, personal communication, May 9, 2019). If, however, you
include the name of the interview topic in the text to enter or paraphrase the quote, you do not need to list the name of the source again brackets. For example: R. Heathfield (Personal Communication, May 9, 2019) suggested that the change in drug use among adolescents may be due to increased availability of the substance. APA offers some guidelines for handling different
types of interviews: Personal interviews: Regardless of whether your interview was conducted in person or by text or phone, you should cite the information as a personal communication. Emails: Because emails cannot be received by other readers, the APA treats them as private messages. They should only be quoted in the text as well as other interview sources and should not
be included in your reference list. Class lectures: Like e-mails, information taken from a classroom lecture, guest lecture or group discussion cannot be received by other readers, so it must be quoted as a personal communication. Interview Research: If you are interviewing a research subject, you will need to maintain the anonymity of the participant for ethical reasons. When it
comes to a particular participant, whether by summing up or directly quoting their comments, you should be careful to avoid providing any identifying information. You can just find out what the person or you can refer to them as non-identifying letters or or (i.e. student A, participant B, etc.). There are a number of reasons why you can interview to gather information for your
newspaper. Some reasons you can use interviews: You have additional questions that you want to ask an expert or researcher written information on the topic scantAn expert can offer specific ideas that you can not find elsewhere there are some things that you should consider before contacting an expert for an interview. First of all, don't interview someone about information that
is readily available in published sources. You are responsible for conducting your own background research on the topic. Once you have done a thorough review of the literature and it becomes clear that there are gaps in knowledge in the information that is publicly available, then consider reaching out to the expert for further understanding. Next, you should always approach the
subject of the interview respectfully. Be observable of their time constraints Be willing to conduct an interview on the subject scheduleConduct interview in a way that best suits the subject's needs, whether it's by phone, interview, or textHave your questions prepared in advance by a follow-up note or by email thanking them for their time While the APA format dictates that you
should not include unpublished interview sources in your reference list, you should cite these sources in the text. By doing so, you help ensure that your readers better understand where you got the information. These quotes also help readers better appreciate the special ideas that these sources add to your arguments. Thank you for your feedback! What do you care? Verywell
Mind uses only high-quality sources, including peer-reviewed research, to support facts in our articles. Read our editorial process to learn more about how we verify facts and maintain the accuracy, reliability and reliability of our content. American Psychological Association. Publishing guide to the American Psychological Association (6th place). Washington: American
Psychological Association; 2010. Bernhard Lang/Getty Images There are a number of special style problems for reference to electronic sources in APA format. Online documents, magazine articles, databases and message boards have unique link requirements. It is important to note the exact web address on any internet source you use. Always keep an eye on the electronic
resources you refer to while exploring the topic and collecting links. The following examples can help you prepare electronic links in the proper APA format. The basic structure of links to online documents is very similar to other links, but with the addition of a search source. Provide an exact URL where you can find the document. Author, AA (2000). The name of the work.
Received from a source such as: Cherry, K. (2006). APA format. Psychology. Received from Online journal articles should be quoted in the same way as printed articles, but they should include additional information about the location of the source. The basic structure is as follows: Author, A.B., Author, K.D., Author, E. F. (2000). The title of the article. The name of the periodical,
the volume number, the number of pages. Received from a source such as: Jenet, B. L. (2006) Meta-analysis on online social behavior. Journal of Internet Psychology, 4. Extracted from the . journalofinternetpsychology.com/archives/volume4/ 3924.html Articles that are extracted from online databases are formatted as a reference to print. According to the sixth edition of the APA
Style Guide, there is no need to include information about databases, as these databases tend to change over time. For example: Henriquez, J.B., Davidson, R. J. (1991) Left frontal hypoactivation in depression. Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 100, 535-545. Referring to an article in an online newspaper, you must provide the URL of the main page of the newspaper. APA
proposes to do this in order to avoid the problem of non-functioning URLs. For example: Parker-Pope, T. (2011, November 16). Practice on patients. The New York Times. Extracted from APA Style Guide suggests that you should only include e-book links if the book is only available online or is very hard to find in print. Your link will be very similar to a regular link to a printed book,
except for an electronic search for information ranked by the publisher's location and name. For example: Freud, S. (1922). Totem and Taboo: Einige sberinstimmungen ym Seelenleben der Wilden et der Neurotiker Kindle version. The messages posted by users on forums, discussion lists, and newsgroups should follow the basic structure for quoting an online document. When
possible, use the poster's real name, starting with the last name and then with the first initial. If this is not possible, list the author's name on the screen. You must also have an exact date for the post to be published. For example: Leptkin, D.L. (2006, November 16). Learn tips for psychology students (comment on the internet forum). Emails received from should not be included in
your reference section, although they should be quoted in the text. APA also provides information on the preferred writing of several electronic terms, including the following: email-journalbaseInternetFTFTonlineweb Getting the hang of the APA format can sometimes be a struggle, but it's well worth the investment. Electronic sources require special attention, as the format of your
links may vary depending on where you found the information. Use this guide as a start, but always be sure to check your work against the guidelines issued in the official guide APA style. Thank you for your feedback! What do you care? Verywell Mind only uses sources, including peer-reviewed studies, to support the facts in our articles. Read our editorial process to learn more
about how we verify facts and maintain the accuracy, reliability and reliability of our content. American Psychological Association. Publishing guide to the American Psychological Association (6th place). Washington: American Psychological Association; 2010. 2010.
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